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By Debra Heine January 24, 2022

D
uring a panel discussion in the United States Senate Monday, attorney

Thomas Renz, a member of Americas̓ Frontline Doctorsʼ legal team, revealed

several alarming vaccine safety signals that the U.S. government has ignored.

The information was provided by three military doctors who have access to vaccination

data that has been withheld from the general public.

Senator Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) convened a panel of world renowned doctors and experts to

provide their perspectives on the global pandemic response, including their perspectives on

“early and hospital treatment, vaccine e�cacy and safety, what went right, what went

wrong, what should be done now, and what needs to be addressed long term.”

The panel discussion was titled, “COVID 19: A Second Opinion.”

Renz said three Department of Defense whistleblowers—Lt. Col. Theresa Long, Dr. Samuel

Sigolo�, and Lt. Colonel Peter Chambers—have provided stunning inside data about vaccine

injuries.

“All three have given me this data in declarations that stated this is under penalty of
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perjury,” Renz said. “We intend to submit this to the courts.

According to the whistleblowers, miscarriages and cancers among members of the US

military have increased by about 300 percent in the past year over the �ve year average.

Incredibly, the doctors said the data shows a 1000 percent increase in neurological problems,

which as Renz noted, a�ects pilots.

“Our soldiers are being injured, experimented on, and sometimes possibly killed,” he said.

Testifying under the Military Whistleblower Protection Act, Lt. Col. Long told Johnson that

she had to ground vaccinated pilots with symptoms of myocarditis out of concern that they

could die of heart failure in mid-air, the Washington Times reported.

“I made numerous e�orts to get senior medical leaders to at the very least inform soldiers

of this risk; my concerns were ignored,” Dr. Long said during the event.

“The colonel, an aviation safety o�cer, said she decided to speak up a�er the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention announced in June an “emergency meeting to discuss higher than

expected myocarditis in 16 to 24-year-olds.”

Despite that announcement, she said “the military didnʼt even pause their vaccination e�orts”
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to rush out the P�zer and Moderna shots.”

Last September, Dr. Long  �led an a�davit against the Biden regime s̓ military vaccine

mandate “as part of a pending lawsuit seeking an injunction against attempts to force

service members to get the shots,” the Times reported.

“The U.S. District Court for Colorado in August rejected the lawsuit originally brought by two

Army sta� sergeants but invited the plainti�s to present the new evidence that includes Dr.

Longʼs testimony.

So far the Biden administration has ignored the suit.

Todd Callendar and David Wilson, the two lead attorneys for the plainti�s, said this week that a

military gag order allows Dr. Long to give testimony upon request to political representatives

despite banning her from media appearances.”

During his remarks, Renz also discussed shocking Department of Defense documents that

came to light last fall.

A Dept. of Defense s̓ Joint Arti�cial Intelligence Center (JAIC) AI program called “Project

Salus” examined data on 5.6 million Medicare bene�ciaries aged 65 and older—2.7 million

vaccinated with P�zer, and 2.9 million vaccinated with Moderna.
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The DoD data was reportedly posted on October 5th of 2021 on Humetrix, a website that

provides real-time clinical data management to healthcare organizations and government

agencies. The information has since been removed.

Renz said that despite what Fauci, Biden, and Big Pharma have been telling the American

public about the safety and e�ectiveness of the three COVID vaccines, the  weekly report

said that 71 percent of new cases were in the fully vaccinated and 60 percent of the seniors

hospitalized with COVID were fully vaccinated.
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As the lawyer noted, the government had these numbers while o�cials like Dr. Fauci and

Joe Biden were calling COVID a “pandemic of the unvaccinated.”

On his website, Renz said: “Even with this high of a number, 60%, the real number is

absolutely higher due to the skewed methods of how the government determines who is

vaccinated. They are not including those that received 1 dose, only those that received 2

doses and a 14 day window has passed, and now Biden is saying boosters plus 2 shots will

put you on the “fully vaccinated” list.. If you get covid within the 14 day window of being

vaccinated and die like nearly 50K Medicaid patients did, your death is not counted in these

statistics.”

He added: “This de�nitively proves that Biden and his cronies at DHHS are outright lying

when they claim this is a crisis of the ʻunvaccinated.̓  It s̓ just the opposite. It is a crisis of the

poor Americans that believed Big Gov, Big Media, Big Pharma, and Big Tech when they
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promoted lies that the vaccines were ʻsafe and e�ective.̓  It is unquestioningly a

manipulative marketing for pro�t and power scheme, at the expense of Americans lives.”

“This is corruption at the highest level,” he said. “We need investigations. The Secretary of

Defense needs to be investigated, the CDC needs to be investigated.”

Renz concluded by thanking Senator Johnson “for having the courage to stand up against

these special interests.”
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About Debra Heine

Debra Heine is a conservative Catholic mom of six and longtime political pundit. She has written

for several conservative news websites over the years, including Breitbart and PJ Media.
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